
Theme. The theme of the book Job is human suffering. Job deals directly, openly,
in extended conversational focus, with what every one of us eventually faces and
some of us face often, even constantly. We all suffer, yes, some worse and longer
than others, but we all suffer. Moreover, suffering, in the hardship that it works,
eventually demands explanation or at least some appreciable context for its
understanding, especially when we do not perceive the suffering to have its
justification. We suffer unfairly at times, even brutally, often chaotically, against
what seems like any rationale, gain, or equity. The hardship of suffering lies not
only in its excruciating physical pain and mental and emotional distress but in our
inability to comprehend its purpose. Extraordinarily, brilliantly, and shockingly, the
book Job gives the reader, from the mouth of God himself, context for
understanding the worst of suffering.

Author. We have no clear evidence for Job’s author. Those who have studied the
question speculate that Job himself may have written the book that, after all, focuses
on his story and includes so many of his own words. The book refers to Job only in
the third person, although doing so would not have been unusual for an ancient
author. Job, the book tells us, was a wealthy landowner, husband, father, and
employer. Beyond that, we know little of Job, neither when he lived, among what
people, with what heritage or as a member of what tribe. Other speculation is that
one of Job’s four visiting friends, each of whom would have witnessed the full
discourse, was the book’s author. The most-likely friend may have been the last
friend to speak, and wiser of them, which was Elihu. Some tradition credits Moses
as the author. Modern scholars tend to date the book in its canonical form well after
Moses, as late as the sixth or fifth centuries before Christ, during Israel’s exile,
although much earlier versions of Job stories surely exist, well back into antiquity,
as early as 2000 B.C. Several references support such an early date, including Job’s
long life, form of wealth, El Shaddai (God Almighty) honorific for God, and equal
treatment of male and female offspring, inappropriate under the later Mosaic law, of
which the book makes no mention. Insoluble questions over authorship and date
probably add to, rather than detract from, the book’s value.

Context. Job is a perfect first wisdom book in that it deals directly with
humankind’s greatest obstacle to understanding anything. Wisdom is applied
understanding, knowledge in fitting action. Who can act, with any confidence,
without first knowing how to countenance suffering? We all have our trite and
dismissive explanations until—bang!—suffering clobbers us in the face. If wisdom
is to build a foundation, then it must build that foundation over our worst fear,
which is inexplicable and irremediable personal disaster. Job accomplishes that
formidable feat, sending the reader soberly on to other wisdom books, each with



their own function. Job’s position following several books documenting Israel’s
long, declining history, and its final tentative return to a shambles Jerusalem, during
which it again faced annihilation, makes further sense of Job’s instructive, even
remedial purpose. Israel’s history, not just our own individual history, is one of
suffering, context for which Job also supplies.

Structure. Job’s structure is to fit its long and ultimately unproductive discourse
(save for a few key points) between a brief but critically important introduction and
only a little-longer and highly surprising concluding answer. Job’s introduction
records an extraordinary exchange between God and Satan as to how to test and
treat the figure Job’s evident righteousness, as to which God gives Satan permission
to inflict disaster on Job. The book then proceeds with four visiting figures trying to
justify Job’s suffering to Job and one another, as humans generally justify and
rationalize things. The friends fail in their long effort to either comfort, counsel, or
correct Job, although they draw out of Job key points about his own view of his
suffering. God then intervenes with Job, answering Job’s questions over his own
suffering, in God’s utterly distinct fashion. The book ends with a brief denouement
in which God restores Job to greater wealth than ever, has three of his friends offer
sacrifices, and has Job intervene with God for them, lest God judge them as they
judged Job. No book is like Job, its own remarkable treasure within the Bible.

Key Events. Job’s key events begin with its extraordinary discourse between God
and Satan in which God granted Satan license to mistreat Job as proof of Job’s
righteousness. Satan promptly destroyed Job’s family, health, and wealth. Job’s
three friends joined him, sitting silently with him in commiseration for a full week.
Their long discourse then began, one speaker challenging and correcting another, no
speaker satisfying Job whose own speech only further frustrates his friends. The
friends intended to console but instead judged and condemned. Job rejected both
their consolation and judgment, at times turning his accusations to God. A fourth
friend Elihu appears in chapter thirty-two, apparently having been present for the
full conversation but, the text tells us, having reserved speaking in deference to his
older friends. Elihu was little more successful in rescuing the desultory discourse,
the only high point of which is Job’s mid-discourse declaration, at verse 19:25, that
he knew his redeemer lives. But then the Lord spoke to Job out of the storm,
declaring his sovereign role as all-knowing Creator of a majestic creation. God did
not answer Job directly, instead setting Job’s suffering within the grandeur of God’s
design. God, though, accepted Job’s contention in which Job continued to embrace,
rather than reject, God. The book’s epilogue records God restoring Job beyond his
former wealth, after God accepts his friends’ sacrificial offering.



Key Locations. Job’s first chapter indicates that Job lived in the land of Uz, as
the greatest man among all the people of the East. Geographers cannot say
definitively where Uz was, although the text suggests a region outside of Israel’s
promised home, the land of Canaan. Those familiar with the region and its natural
life, husbandry practices, and other features see some evidence from Job’s text that
its setting may have been in northern Arabia. Again, the inability of readers to rest
firmly on a location probably adds to the book’s value, rather than detracting from
it. Job’s message applies outside of time and place.

Revelation of Christ. Think of Job’s key verse in which the suffering main figure
says that he (1) knows that he has a (2) living redeemer who (3) in the end will (4)
stand on the earth. What a profound profession of the pre-existent and
yet-then-unborn Savior Jesus Christ. The book Job reveals as its central tenet that
first we must know something specific about our future, even when the worst of
times assures our death. Such knowledge in the lack of evidence means to have
faith. The one thing we must know is that we have a living redeemer Christ. Christ
lives, and Christ redeems, which means to bring us back from our precipice of
death. Christ not only lives to redeem but does so in the end, meaning ultimately,
beyond anything else that may confront or delay us. And when the living Christ
redeems us, he does not do so into some philosophical force or distant vapor but
instead to stand on the earth. Christ came, he conquered, and he will return to earth
to bring his redeemed paradise, our eternal home, with him.

Application. Job’s application quickly becomes obvious to the discerning reader.
We all suffer in ways that we can only sometimes understand. Yet we can always
trust that God is our redeemer. We know that Christ rose from crucifixion and that
he lives to offer us the same. We further know that Christ’s redemption extends
beyond our souls to all creation including his earth. God’s peace is not something
that we always understand. Philippians 4:7 says that his peace transcends
understanding and yet that God still guards our hearts and minds in his Son Jesus.
Job’s lesson, then, is that we turn to God for his comfort in all our troubles so that,
as 2 Corinthians 1:4 further states, we can likewise comfort others. We ought, as
Job’s companions at first did, sit in silence with those who suffer, sharing only our
compassion without attempting justifying words. God holds justification. He has the
big picture, wholly beneficial purpose, and big plans. The book Job cries out to us:
trust God! Trust God! And it does so, in God’s grand rejoinder, in gorgeous poetry.

Memory Verses. 1:7: The Lord said to Satan, “Where have you come from?”
Satan answered the Lord, “From roaming throughout the earth, going back and
forth on it.” 1:21: “Naked I came from my mother’s womb, and naked I will depart.
The Lord gave and the Lord has taken away; may the name of the Lord be praised.”



2:10: “Shall we accept good from God, and not trouble?” 7:11: “Therefore, I will
not keep silent; I will speak out in the anguish of my spirit, I will complain in the
bitterness of my soul.” 7:17: ““What is mankind that you make so much of
them, that you give them so much attention, that you examine them every
morning and test them every moment?” 9:2-3: “how can mere mortals prove their
innocence before God? Though they wished to dispute with him, they could not
answer him one time out of a thousand.” 9:33: “If only there were someone to
mediate between us, someone to bring us together, someone to remove God’s rod
from me, so that his terror would frighten me no more.” 13:15: “Though he slay
me, yet will I hope in him; I will surely defend my ways to his face.” 19:25-26: “I
know that my redeemer lives and that in the end he will stand on the earth. And
after my skin has been destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see God….” 38:2-4: “Who is
this that obscures my plans with words without knowledge? Brace yourself like a
man; I will question you, and you shall answer me. Where were you when I laid the
earth’s foundation? Tell me, if you understand.” 42:3: “Surely I spoke of things I
did not understand, things too wonderful for me to know.” 42:5-6: “I have heard of
You by the hearing of the ear; but now my eye sees You; therefore I retract, and I
repent in dust and ashes.”


